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Explanatory notes on ISO 281/1-1977 
Notes explicatives SW /‘ISO 287/ 7- 7977 

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide federation of national Standards bodies (ISO member bodies). 
The work of preparing International Standards is normally carried out through ISO technical committees. Esch member body 
interested in a subject for which a technical committee has been established has the right to be represented on that committee. 
International organizations, governmental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the work. 

The main task of ISO technical committees is to prepare International Standards. In exceptional circumstances a technical committee 
may propose the publication of a technical report of one of the following types : 

- type 1, when the necessary support within the technical committee cannot be obtained for the publication of an International 
Standard, despite repeated efforts; 

- type 2, when the subject is still under technical development requiring wider exposure; 

- type 3, when a technical committee has collected data of a different kind from that which is normally published as an 
International Standard (“state of the art”, for example). 

Technical reports are accepted for publication directly by ISO Council. Technical reports types 1 and 2 are subject to review within 
three years of publication, to decide if they tan be transformed into International Standards. Technical reports type 3 do not 
necessarily have to be reviewed until the data they provide is considered no longer valid or useful. 

ISO/TR 8646 was prepared by Technical Committee ISO/TC 4, Rolling bearhgs. 

The reasons which led to the decision to publish this document in the form of a technical report type 3 are explained in the 
Introduction. 
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ISCVTR 86464985 El 

This 1C"eehnixxl Report give backgrs~una ixrfor- 
the derivatioPz o,f ans fac%ors iven 

g bearings - Dyn.atie Boa93 ratirng% and . 
: calculation lTEehQC%S 0 

2 0 Brief Ristoq 

2.1 ISO/R281-P962 

A first scussion un an %ntgrnational Level of the question 
sf standardizing ealcubation methoda far Load rat&gs of 
rolling bearings cmk place at the 1934 conference of the 
Ititernational Federation sf t e National Standardizing 
Asssciations (XSA) 4 When fSA f-ne1 unference in 
1939 no prog~ess had been However, in its 1945 report 
cul ,the state Q rolling beairang standardkzation, tfme XSA 4 

ecretariat included prsposals fa,- d&5nPk3on af concepts 
beirigg fmdamental for load rating and Life ca%cuHatHon 
Standards e This repo.rt was uted in, $949 as document 

ISO/TC (SecretaxiaL-1) lp and &h- definit9sns it csntafned 
in essence thcwe given in IZXI 28r/I for the concepts 

"Life" and ('Krasis dywmic laad rating", 

In 1946# a>n tkz i.witk0xive g3f tluz Anti-FrictitPn earing 
Manufacturers JQxxxxiation (AFEE~A), N~w orks dlscussions 
sf lsad ratPng and %ife &alculation Standards were started 
llxf?tmeen earing industriEas in ULLA. and Sweben. Chiefly 
cm the basis sf resulks of scientbfic invectigations by G, - 

erg- and A* almgren 8 p ZLk&zd in 1947 [l.]*, m AFBMA 
s tandard ""Method crt' Evaluating Load Ratings sf Amular Ea.ll. 
Bear%ngStg was werke-d out ans Hished im 1949, Qn the 
Same basis, -b%he meptlber body of Sweckm preserated in F&,, 1950 
a first proposai ta ISO, YXm Rating of Ball Bearings”, doc. 
ISO/TC 4psc 1 (Sweden-111, 

* fipures im bracket25 indkeste Qotexature nzferences in IkferencesD 
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In view of results of further zesearch, of a mdification of 
the mBMJ4 Standard in 1950, ad of the interest also in 
roller bearing rating Standards, +he mmiber body of Sweden 
submitteä in 1951 a modified praposal for rating of ball 
beaxings, doc. ISO/TC 4/SC 1 (Sweden-6)' 20, as weil as a 
proposal for rating of roller bearings, doc, ISO/TC 4/SC 1 
(Sweden-7) 21, 

Laad rating and life calculation methods were tkn studied 
by Iso/Tc 4, ISO/TC 4/SC 1 and ISO/TC 4/WG 3 at eleven 
different meetings durigg 1951 - 1959* An additional Paper 
by Lundberg-Plamgren published in 1952 [2] was of-considerable 

-et kerving as a major basis for the sections regarding 
roller bearing rating. - 

The framework for the*Recomendation was settled at TC 4/ . 
WC 3 meeting in 1956. At the time, deliberation of the draft 
for revision of AFBMA Standards was concluded in U.S.A. and 
ASA B3 approved the revised Standard, Itwas proposed to the 
meeting by U.S.A. axxd discussed in detail, together with the 

Secretariat's pkoposal. At the meting, WG3 proposal was 
. - ,p&pared which adopted many partsof the U.S,Ae proposal, 

. ' In 1957, Draft Proposal (doc. TC 4 N145) based on the WG 

proposal was issued. At the next year's WG3 meetingr this 
Draft Proposal was investigated in detail, and at the follow- 
ing TC4 meeting, the adoption of TC 4 N145, with some Manor 
amrnendments, was concluded. Then, Draft ISO Recomnendation 
No l 278 as TC 4 N188 was issued in 1959, and ISO/R281 was 
accepted by ISO Council in 1962. . 

2.2 SS0 281/1-1977 

In 1964 the member body of Sweden suggested that, in view of 
the development of improved bearing steels, the time had come 
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to review R281 and submitted a proposal, ISO/TC 4/WG3 (Sweden- 
1) 9. Htxqever, at this time WG3 was not in favour of a 
revisionm 
111.1969, on the other band, TC 4 folIowed a Suggestion by the 

+ member body of Japan (doc, TC 4“‘N627) and reconstituted its 
WG3, giving it the task of revising R281. The AFBMA load 
rating working group had at this time started to werk on a 
revised Standard, and the nmher body of U.S.A. submitted 
the Draft AFBMA Standard "Load ratings and fatigue fifg for 
ball bearings" for consideration, ISO/TC 4/WG3 (USA+) 11, 
in 1970 and "Load ratings and fatigue life for roller 
bearings", ISO/TC!4/WG3 (USA-3) 19, in 1971, 

. In 1972, TC 4/WG3 was reorganized and became - : TC 4/SC8, 
This proposal was investigated in detail at tie five meetings 
during 1971 - 1974. The final proposal, Third Draft Proposal 
(dOCm TC 4/SC 8 NZ3) R with SOXIE I'*- . .~Wdll’L~ntS, Was cir’culated as 

Draft. %tarnational. Standard in 1976 and ISO 281/1 was accepted _ - 
by ISO Council in 1977. 

The major part of this International Standard constitutes a 
re-edition of R281, the substance of which was only very 
slightly modified. However 8 based mainly on Amexican investi- 
gations during the 196O's, a mw clause was added, dealing 
with adjustment of rating life for reliability other than 90% 
and fox material and operating conditions, 

Furthermore, supplementary background information regarding 
the derivation qf formulae and factors given j.n 1~0 281/1 was 
ta be published, pr.~~iminari.ly as ISO 281/II Explanatory Notes 
-In 1979, however, TC 4fSC 8 and TC 4. decided to publish it as e 
Technical Report. . 

3 
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3 l Basic Dvnami.c Load Ratine’ 

The background of basic dynamic load. xatings aecording $0 

the Standard ISO 281 of xolling bearings is in the Lun 
and Palmgren papers listed as references [IJ alad [ 

The formulae for calcuIation sf basic dynamic load ratiwgs 
of rolling bearings develop from a pswer equation that CZZSII 
be written as foIlows: 

1 en - S 4k T* 
l oo*ome**mommm~~~a~~ (3-1) 

where S = prubability of surtivab 
ZO" maximm orthogonal subsurface shear stress 
N = ntzmber of stress applications to a Point on 

the raceway 
V = volume representative of the S+~SS c 

ration 
zo= depth of the maximum ortiogonal subsu~face 

shear stress 
.c,h = exponents determined experinentally 

e. = measure of Pife scatter, i-e, WePbulI Slops 
determined experimentally. 

For "Point" contact conditions (ball bearings) it is aszxmed 

that the volume (V) representative of the stress axxentra- 
tion in equation (3-l) is proportional to major axis of the 

projected contact eilipse (2a), the circumference of the 
raceway (2) and the deptfi (2,) of the-.matimum orthogonal. 
subsurface shear stress (po): 

Substituting (3-22) into relationship (3-i): 

4 
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" Line " contact was considered by Lundberg and Palmgren to be 
approached under conditions where the major axis of the cal- 
culated Hertz contact eilipse is 1,5 times the effective 
roller contact length: 

2a = 1,5 L we l am~~m~~~~rno~e~e~*~*~~~*~~~~*~~e 
(3-J) 

In addition, b/a should be small enough to permit the intro- 
duction of the limit value of ab 2 for b/a approaching 0: 

2 ab = 
XI 

(3-5) 

(for notation see 3.1). . 

3.1 Basic dynamic radial load ratinc$, for radial ball 
bearinqs 

From the Hertz9 s thecxy, the maximum orthogonal subsurface 
shear stress z. and tfle depth zo tan be expressed in terms 
of a radial load Fr, i.e. a maximum rolling element load 
Qmax or a maximum contact stress amax and dimensions for the 
contact area between *a rolling element and the raceways, 
The relationships are given as follows: 

70= 
20 = 

T = 

T %lax, 
5 bt 
et 1) l/* 
*t(L+l) t 

5 =( 1 
t + 1)(2t - l)W*r 

a =p[--- 3Q ]1/3 
E,U b 

b 39 = v[--- 1/3 
E,Q 1 
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where Ornax = 
t - - 

a = 

b - - 

Q C 

Eo = 
CP = 

tJ,v = 

Consequently, for a given rolling bearing-to, a, it and zo 

maximum contact stress 
auxiliary Parameter 
semimajor axis of the pxojected contact eilipse 
semiminor axis of the projected contact eilipse 
normal forte betw een a rolling element and the 
raceways . 

modulus of elasticity . 

curvature sum 
auxiliary quantities introduced by Hertz, 

tan be expressed in terms of bearing geometry, &d and 
revolutions. The xelationship (3-3) is changed to an equation l 

l 

by inserting a constant of proportionality. Inserting a 

specific number of revolutions (e.g. 10 6 ) and a specific 

reliabi-lity (e.g. 0,9)., the equation is solved for a rolling 
element load for basic dynamic load rating which is designated 
to Point kntact rofling bearings introducing-a constant of . 

proportionality Al: 
. 1,59c+1,41h-5,82 

Qc = 
1,3 2r 

2c+h-2 .3e A1 2r-Dw c 1 c-h+2 
3e 

4 c-h+2 0,s c-h+2 (Ity) c-h+* * 
3 2c+h-5 3e 

z - c-h+2 - x: (c;so)c-h+i 45 c-h+2 
omm**m*~..m* (3-W 

where Qc = rolling element load for the basic dynamic Load 
xating of the bearing . 

QW = ball diameter 

Y = Dsosa/DPW 
D pw= pittih diameter of ball set 
a = nominal contact angle 
z = number of balls per mw. 

( x is used as multiplicati3n symhol.) 

6 
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The basic dynamic radial load 'rating Cl of a rotating ring . 
is given as follows: 

Cl = Qc~Zcos~J~ = 0,407Qc1Zcosa, ; ' 'e*--m**m* (3-7) . 

The basic dynamic radial load xating C2 of a stationaq. 
ring is given as follows: 

.- 
c2 = Qc2Zcusui$ = 0,389Qc2Zcosa l *.m*.--- r. (3-8) 

*where Qcl = rolling e3.ement Load for the basic dynamic load 
rating Of a ring rotating relative to tfie applied a 

load 

Q2 c = rolling element load for the basic dynamic load 
rating of a ring stationary relative to the 
applied Load 

Jr = JrW,W = radial load integral (see table 4-l) . 
Jl “*Jl(O,S) = factor relating mean equivalek Load 

OR a rotating ring to Qmax (see 
table 4-1) 

J2 = J2(0,5) . = factor relating mean equivalent load 
on a stationary ring to Qmax (see 
table 4-l). 

The relationship among Cr for an entire radial ball bearing, 
Cl and C2 is expressed in terms of the product Iaw of 
probability as follows: 

Substituting equations (3-7), (3-8) and (3-6) into equation 
(3-W 8 the basic dynamic radial load rating (3, for an entire 

7 
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ball bearing is expressed as follorqs: 

c, - 0,41 qJ 
Zc+h-G 3e 

bc-h+Z o,5c-h+2 

Al 
Zr I-if 2~i.il W 

l,%k+r,4lh-5,82. 

(l-4 c-h+2 

3 f,,59c+~,42h+3eS,82 
c-h+2 

) 

C-h-1 c-h-3e+2 2c+il-3 

~1 (i cosa) c-h+2 2 c-h+2 
DW 

c-h+2 aa*m*-e*e*o-• (3-10) 

where Al = proportionality constant determined experimentally 

ri = Cross-sectional raceway groove ra&iuS of.inner ring 

re = cros's-sectional racevday groove radius of outer ring 0 
i = ntmber of rows of balls, 

Here, a contact angle a, number of rslling e.kments (bdls) 
2 and the diameter I& depend on bearing design- On the other 
hand, the ratios of raceyday groove radii ri and re to a half 
diameter of a rolbing element (ball) D&2 and y=&~cosa/D~~ 
are not dimensional, therefore it is convenient iri practice 

t'hat the val.ue for the fixt three lines in the xight side of J 
equation (3-10) is designated as a factor fe. 

Consequ@Ently, 

c-h-l c-II-3~2 2c+h-5 a 
G = e,(icosa) . c-h+2 z c-h+2 

D, 
c-h+2 ' w *.* 0 0 8 (3-11) 

8 
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With radial ball bearings we must consider the faults 
in bearings resulting from the manufacturing, and a reduc- 
tion factor X is introduced to reduce the value for a basic 

dynamic radial load rating for radial ball bearings from 

its theoretical value, and it is convenient to contain the 
factor X in the factor fc. The value for the factor X is 
determined experimentally. . 

Csnsequently the factor f, is given as follows- 0 

~,S!k+1,4lh-5,82 

f 1,3 OT41 (1-y) c-h+2 
c = Ii,41x 2c+h-2 3e 3e 

. _ 4c-h+2 (IJ piz 
WY) c-h+2 

t 

3 
xt y c-h+2 

i I 

ri 25.4& 
X . 1-b 1.04(-x-- . r@ 2ri-b 

t 

/ 
‘W 

3 
c-h+2 

Based on the original experimental work by Lundberg and 
Palmgren with ball bearings the following vaI.ues were assigned 
to the experimental cxnstants in the load rating equations: 

e = 10/9 
c‘ I 31/3 
h L v3 0 

substituting the numerical values into equatisn (3-11) gives 
the following, however, a sufficient number of test results 
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